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Game ID:

System Name:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

15679

EGIGame

Video Slot

85.38%, 90.09%, 92.21%, 95.37%

Medium

50 Lines

1,080 x bet

19.24%

€0.10

€100.00

Features

- Mystery Bonus
- Special Pearls
- Pearl Feature  

Game Info

Win big with Swintt’s latest addition to its Premium Games portfolio with Seven Seven Pots and Pearls. A 5x3 
video slot full of classic fruity symbols, Wilds, Mystery Prizes and 50 fixed paylines can award you with up to 
1080 x bet.

Get 3 Bonus Symbols to trigger a mystery bonus, with possible mystery prizes being x30, x60 and a massive x100 
multiplied by your current bet. Acquire 6 or more Pearls to trigger the Pearl feature, to have a greater chance of 
winning the Special Pearls: MINOR, MAJOR, MAXI and MEGA pearls.

Get ready for a ride full of Pots and Pearls with Seven Seven Pots and Pearls!

Seven Seven Pots and Pearls

Mystery Bonus

Three Bonus symbols trigger the mystery bonus, choose a diamond to receive a mystery prize. Possible mystery 
prizes are x30, x60, and x100 multiplied by the current bet.

Special Pearls

There are 4 special pearls: MINOR, MAJOR, MAXI and MEGA pearl. MINOR and MAJOR only count during the Pearl 
Feature. MAXI and MEGA prizes can always be won.

   -   MINOR prize is 5 times the bet and won at 1x MINOR pearl
   -   MAJOR prize is 25 times the bet and won at 1x MAJOR pearl
   -   MAXI prize is 250 times the bet and won at 1x MAXI pearl
   -   MEGA prize is 500 times the bet and won at 3x MEGA pearls

Within the Pearl feature, non-winning MEGA pearls are replaced by x25 or x30 the bet 

Pearl Feature

Getting 6 or more Pearl Symbols actives the Pearl Feature. Pearls stick to the reel during the Pearl Feature. Each 
new Pearl resets the remaining spins to 3 and the Pearl Feature ends if all Pearl Spins are played, or all positions 
are filled with Pearls. At the end of the Pearl Feature, all Pearl values are added up and the final number multiplies 
the bet to reveal the final win. Possible Pearl values are 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 multiplied by the bet. If all 
positionings are filled with pearls, all pearls are multiplied by x2, except for the MAXI and MEGA jackpots.
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